
Case Study

Help for Heroes Trading
grows with Eurostop e-rmis

Integration capabilities are key for new Debenhams concessions
Help for Heroes Trading Limited is the retail arm of the Help for Heroes charity. The company 
produces, stocks and sells branded Help for Heroes products in its own shops and, more recently, 
through concessions at a number of Debenhams locations throughout the UK.  Its growing stock of 
over 350 lines includes ranges of clothing for men, women and children, wristbands, kitchenware, 
toys and accessories. Help for Heroes Trading also produces and sells a full range of Help for Heroes 
Christmas cards and gifts.

The Help for Heroes stores, which are run by a combination of salaried retail staff and passionate 
volunteers, aim to raise money as well as increase awareness about the charity across the UK.

Robust retail management systems support growth
Help for Heroes Trading implemented Eurostop’s retail management solutions in 2013 to support its 
online and physical store growth. At that time, the company needed to ensure that it had robust 
systems that would deliver business efficiencies and set them up for growth.  This they have 
achieved with the help of Eurostop’s e-pos, e-rmis and e-cubes solutions.

Instant, accurate sales and stock information deliver benefits
“The Eurostop system supports a fully functional retail operation,” says Helen Beebe, Managing 
Director of Help for Heroes Trading. “We’ve seen tangible benefits, especially with the e-rmis and 
warehouse management system, which has significantly improved the level of our sales and stock 
information.”

Integration is key to better business decisions
Eurostop’s e-rmis solution integrates directly with the company’s finance, e-commerce and 
warehouse management systems, which, according to Helen, has put them in a much stronger 
position than previously and has given them essential visibility across the sales and stock arena.  This, 
she believes, has been pivotal in supporting better business decisions, informed buying decisions 
and in planning promotions and merchandising.
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“The Eurostop solution is informing our trading decisions,” says Helen. “For example, with better 
information about our sales and stock position, we can decide how we may want to present our 
merchandise differently. With real time information we are able to react to fast sellers – which we 
couldn’t do previously as sales and stock information did not come from the same place. Now we 
can make those decisions instantly supported by information from one source.”

Third party integration supports move into Debenhams
More recently, Help for Heroes Trading has moved into a new area of business, opening three 
concessions at the busy Debenhams department stores in Southampton, Basildon and Gloucester.  
The Eurostop software integrates with Debenhams’ in-house system making trading much easier.  
Product, stock and pricing information is uploaded directly to the Debenhams system and 
presented as available items in the Debenhams in-house POS software.  Sales are rung through the 
Debenhams till-points in store and sales data is sent back to the Help for Heroes e-rmis system in a 
two way integration that ensures data integrity across both wholly owned stores and concessions.

Support for further growth
“In addition to the concessions, we are still working to increase our own store portfolio.”  Adds Helen. 
“It’s great to know that we have the systems in place that will enable us to grow into new areas as 
opportunities arise.”
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